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Selah Sue - Raggamuffin
Tom: Bb
Intro: Gm / Cm / Dm / Cm

Gm                            Cm
You never had it easy, I know
 Cm                   Dm
But I still remember you
 Dm                   Cm
And what we used to say so
 Gm                               Cm
This' my song for you, my friend
 Cm                   Dm
You can only see that I
 Dm                   Cm
Can hardly let things go oh oh yeah
 Gm                                 Cm
So listen to the sound of my voice
 Cm                          Dm
Your brothers sending momma love
 Dm               Cm
Is giving me no choice no no no
 Gm                                  Cm
So listen to the sound of the point, ha!
 Cm                     Dm
Raggamuffin is a freedomfighter
 Dm                Cm
He's handeling a choice and I know that

 Gm
Dear raggamuffin is one of the band
 Cm
What you see is what you really need in the end
 Dm                                    Cm
What you ever gonna gonna do I dunno
 Gm
Dear raggamuffin shall not fall down
 Cm
Cause he has the wisdom of a not fool around
 Dm                                 Cm

What is a good sense under ya ground yeah

Gm                            Cm
You never had it easy, I know
 Cm              Dm
I still remember you
 Dm                  Cm
And what we used to have so
 Gm                               Cm
This' my song for you, my friend
 Cm                   Dm
You can only see that I
 Dm              Cm
Would never forget anyways

Gm
Ohohoh yeah
 Cm         Dm      Cm
Ohohoh...yeah yeah
 Gm
Ohohoh yeah
 Cm         Dm      Cm
Ohohoh...yeah yeah

Gm
Dear raggamuffin is one of the band
 Cm
What you see is what you really need in the end
 Dm                                    Cm
What you ever gonna gonna do I dunno
 Gm
Dear raggamuffin shall not fall down
 Cm
Cause he has the wisdom of a not fool around
 Dm                                  Cm
What is a good sense under ya ground yeah

(Gm / Cm / Dm / Cm )(x2)
(Gm )
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